Via the Initial Single Pion Emission (ISPE) mechanism, we study the φ(1020)π + invariant mass spectrum distribution of Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − . Our calculation indicates there exist a sharp peak structure Z + s1 close to the KK * threshold and a broad structure Z + s2 near the K * K * threshold. In addition, we also investigate the φ(1680) → φ(1020)π + π − process due to the ISPE mechanism, where a sharp peak around the KK * threshold appears in the φ(1020)π + invariant mass spectrum distribution. We suggest to carry out the search for these charged strangeonium-like structures in future experiments, especially Belle II, Super-B and BESIII.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the newly observed XYZ states, Y(2175) was first reported by the BaBar Collaboration, where an enhancement structure with mass M = 2175 ± 10 ± 15 MeV and width Γ = 58 ± 16 ± 20 MeV was observed in the φ f 0 (980) invariant mass spectrum of e + e − → φ f 0 (980) via the initial state radiation (ISR) mechanism [1] . Furthermore, Y(2175) was confirmed by BES-II in J/ψ → ηφ f 0 (980) [2] and by Belle in the e + e − → φπ + π − and e + e − → φ f 0 (980) processes [3] . Although experimental observation of Y(2175) is mainly due to the analysis of the φπ + π − and φ f 0 (980) invariant mass spectra, experimentalists have also performed the search for Y(2175) by the other decay channels. The BES-II Collaboration has indicated that no evidence of Y(2175) is seen by analyzing the K * 0K * 0 invariant mass spectrum in J/ψ → ηK * 0K * 0 [4] . Later, BaBar has observed an enhancement structure around 2127 MeV in the φη invariant mass spectrum of e + e − → φη via the ISR mechanism [5] .
The observation of Y(2175) have stimulated theorists' interest in revealing its underlying structures. By a relativized quark model with chromodynamics [6] , Godfrey and Isgur predicted the masses of 2 3 D 1 and 3 3 S 1 states close to the mass of Y(2175), which seems to support Y(2175) as a vector strangeonium. However, vector strangeonium assignment with 3 3 S 1 can be fully excluded since the calculated total width of this state is about 380 MeV [7, 8] , which is far larger than the width of Y(2175). Right after the observation of Y(2175), Ding and Yan studied the decay behavior of Y(2175) assuming it as a 2 3 D 1 ss state [9] and calculated the total width of Y(2175) to be 167. 21 MeV by the 3 P 0 model or 211.9 MeV by the flux tube model, which are larger than the width of Y(2175) to some extent. Under the 2 3 D 1 ss strangeonium scenario, the main decay modes of Y(2175) are KK, K * K * , K(1460)K, h 1 (1380)η [9] . The authors of Ref. [10] applied the Resonance Spectrum Expansion (RSE) model to study excited 1 −− ss states, where in thesector both the 3 S 1 and 3 D 1 states are coupled. A dynamical resonance pole at (2186−246i) MeV was found in Ref. [10] , which obviously shows that such a resonance with huge width is inconsistent with the experimental data of Y(2175). As presented in Ref. [10] , further improvements of the model are needed to the calculation of the pole mass. Other than conventional ss assignment, there exist a couple of exotic explanations to Y(2175), which include ssg hybrid state [11] , KKφ three-body system [12] , tetraquark state [13, 14] and ΛΛ molecular state [15, 16] . [17] . In 2007, the Belle Collaboration found anomalous partial width of Υ(10860) → Υ(1S , 2S )π + π − , which is 2 ∼ 3 orders larger than those of Υ(nS ) → Υ(mS )π + π − (n = 2, 3, 4 and m < n) [18] .
Comparing [19] . In Ref. [20] , the Initial Single Pion Emission (ISPE) mechanism, a unique mechanism, was introduced in the Υ(10860) hidden-bottom dipion decay. The ISPE mechanism can naturally explain why the Z b (10610) and Z b (10650) enhancements close to the BB * and B * B * thresholds, respectively, appear in the Υ(1S , 2S , 3S )π ± and h b (1P, 2P)π ± invariant mass spectra. Emphasized in Ref. [20] , extending the ISPE mechanism to study the hidden-charm dipion decays of higher charmonia is also an interesting research topic. The numerical result indicates that there exist peak structures near the DD * and D * D * thresholds, which can be accessible in future experiments [21] . In addition, via the ISPE mechanism, the charged bottomonium-like structures were predicted in the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020) [22] .
Just illustrated in Eq. (1), the similarity existing in Y(2175), Y(4260) and Υ(10860) stimulates us to apply the ISPE mechanism to study the hidden-strange dipion decay of Y(2175), which can result in some novel phenomena in Y(2175). To some extent, carrying out the search for such phenomena will not only be an important and intriguing topic, but also provide useful test of the ISPE mechanism.
This work is organized as follows. After the introduction, in Sect. II we present the hidden-strange dipion decay of Y(2175) and the ISPE mechanism. In Sect. III, the numerical results are given. Finally, the paper ends with the discussion and conclusion.
II. THE HIDDEN-STRANGE DIPION DECAY OF Y(2175)
AND THE ISPE MECHANISM Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − occurs via the ISPE mechanism [20] , which is depicted in Fig. 1 Because we use hadron-level description for the hiddenstrange dipion decays of Y(2175), the effective Lagrangian approach is an appropriate way to describe the decay amplitudes relevant to this process. The effective interaction Lagrangians involved in our calculation are given by, [23] [24] [25] 
The Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − decay via the ISPE mechanism. Here, we only list two schematic diagrams by the initial π + and π − emissions corresponding to diagrams (a) and (b).
where the terms are derived from the S U(3) invariant effective Lagrangian, among which those proportional to epsilon tensor are derived from the Wess-Zumino-Witten Lagrangian that is obtained by gauging the Wess-Zumino action. The detailed deduction of Eqs. (2)- (4) is presented in Appendix.
The coupling constants of the terms derived from the S U(3) invariant Lagrangian have the following S U(3) limit relations, assuming the vector coupling g for K * and φ is the same but that for Y, g ′ is different from g:
where θ is a mixing angle between ω and φ and is given by sin θ = −0.761. The coupling constants proportional to epsilon tensor in the S U(3) limit are expressed by [23] 
with N c the number of color and F π = 132 MeV pion decay constant. The coupling constant g can be determined by the experimental width of the process φ(1020) → K + K − , i.e., g = 14.9, where the total width of φ(1020) is 4.26 MeV and the branching ratio of φ(1020) → K + K − is 48.9% as listed in Particle Data Book [26] . On the other hand, we can also determine g = 12.5 corresponding to the experimental width of K * → Kπ (Γ(K * → Kπ) = 46.2 MeV) [26] , which is consistent with that obtained by the total width of φ(1020) mentioned above. In this work, we adopt average value g = (14.9 + 12.5)/2 = 13.7 when presenting the numerical results. Since we are interested in the lineshapes of the dΓ(Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − )/d(m φπ ± ) dependent on m φπ ± , which are independent on the value of g ′ .
With these interaction Lagrangians, we write out the decay Fig. 1 (a) read ,
where I = 2 is due to S U(2) symmetry. The subscript M 1 M 2 and superscript M 3 in the amplitude A (5)- (9), we can easily obtain the decay amplitudes A Fig. 1 (b) . Thus, the total decay amplitude of Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − is given by
The differential decay width for Y(2175) → φ(1020)
where m Y denotes the mass of Y(2175) and m π + π − is the π + π − invariant mass. In addition, the overline indicates the average over the polarizations of the Y(2175) in the initial state and the sum over the polarization of φ(1020) in the final state. In Eqs. (5)- (9), we introduce dipole form factor
2 to reflect the offshell effects of the exchanged strange meson, which also illustrates the structure effect of interaction vertex between the intermediated mesons and the exchanged meson. Furthermore, F 2 (m 2 E , q 2 ) also plays an important role to make the divergence of loop integral in Eqs. (5)- (9) [21] , in the following we take typical value β = 1 to illustrate our numerical result.
In Fig. 2 , we present the lineshape of the φ(1020)π + invariant mass distributions for Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − , where the intermediate state is K * K +h.c.. The numerical result indicates that there should exist a sharp peak near the K * K threshold. In addition, we also notice that the change of lineshape in the 1.62 to 1.94 GeV range becomes smooth, which is due to the contribution from its reflection. We also present the lineshape of the φ(1020)π + invariant mass distributions for Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − with K * K * as intermediate state, which is shown in Fig. 3 . Different from that presented in Fig. 2 , the lineshape in Fig. 3 indicates that there should exist two broad structures. One is close to the K * K * threshold and another corresponds to its reflection contribution. To some extent, the difference of the results in Figs. 2 and 3 When we applied the ISPE mechanism to the Υ(5S ) → Υ(1S )π + π − process, the result in Ref. [20] shows that there exists a sharp peak near the B * B * threshold. However, using the same mechanism to study the Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − process, one gets a broad structure near the K * K * just shown in Fig. 3 , which seems to be deviated from the expected result extended from Ref. [20] . In the following, we find the reasonable explanation to this difference. (4) with that of the Υ(5S )B * B * π coupling adopted in Ref. [20] , we notice that two extra terms exist in Eq. (4). Here, the Lagrangians presented in this work and in Ref. [20] are obtained by different approaches. When adopting the same Lorentz structure as that in Ref. [20] to describe the YK * K * π interaction, we get the lineshape shown in the left-hand-side diagram of Fig. 4 , where a sharp peak near the K * K * threshold appears in the φ(1020)π + invariant mass spectrum, which is different from the result shown in Fig. 3 . This fact further indicates that two extra terms in Eq. (4) play an important role to obtain the result of Fig. 3 . In addition, we need to emphasize that these two extra Lorentz structures cannot affect the result of Υ(5S ) → Υ(1S )π + π − by the ISPE mechanism. If extending the formulation in Appendices in this paper from SU(3) to SU(5), we can obtain the Lagrangian describing the Υ(5S )B * B * π inter-action as
with g ΥB * B * π = 6h ΥB * B * π , where two extra terms also appear compared with the corresponding Lagrangian in Ref. [20] . If applying this Lagrangian in Eq. (12), we obtain the lineshape of the Υ(1S )π + invariant mass distribution for dΓ (Υ(5S ) → Υ(1S )π + π − ) /dm Υ(1S )π + just shown in the righthand-side diagram of Fig. 4 , which is almost the same as that given in Ref. [20] .
Apart from studying Y(2175) → φ(1020)π + π − decay, we can easily apply the same formulation to study the φ(1680) → φ(1020)π + π − process, which supplies a suitable platform to study the ISPE mechanism. Here the ISPE mechanism requires that only KK * + h.c. be the intermediate state because
The numerical result is given in Fig. 5 . We also find that a sharp peak structure near the KK * threshold appears in the φ(1020)π + invariant mass distribution. Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 5 , one notices that the reflection contribution corresponding to the sharp peak is not obvious as shown in 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
With more and more observations of XYZ states in the past decade, carrying out the study on the properties of these observed hadrons has become an active and intriguing research field. Among these observations, Y(2175), Y(4260) and Υ(10860) are of similarity just presented in Sec. I. Due to the recent experimental result of two charged bottomoniumlike states Z b (10610) and Z b (10650) in Υ(10860) hiddenbottom dipion decays [19] , the ISPE mechanism, a peculiar decay mechanism existing in the quarkonium dipion hadronic decay, was proposed in Ref. [20] , which was later applied to study the hidden-charm dipion decays of higher charmonia [21] and the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020) [22] . Considering the similarity among Y(2175), Y(4260) and Υ(10860), in this work we apply the ISPE mechanism to study the hidden-strange dipion decays of Y(2175) [1] [2] [3] 
where coefficients are determined by normalization and traceless of the matrices P and V octets. Because a singlet
does not have interaction with P and V, we exclude this multiplet from hereon in consideration. With these multiplets, P and V, we can construct the effective Lagrangian among these particles as [24] 
with To derive the interactions among φ and other particles, we need to consider the mixing among ω and φ. Because of discrepancy between the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula and the observed ω mass, we normally consider the mixing between ω and φ as ω 8 = ω cos θ + φ sin θ,
where sin θ = −0.761. See, for instance, pp. 120-121 in Ref. [28] . The first to the forth terms in Eq. (16) 
B. S U(3) symmetric Wess-Zumino-Witten action
The coupling including epsilon tensor structure is obtained by gauging the Wess-Zumino term, whose general form is given, in terms of differential forms, by [23] 
where
from which one can construct higher forms. Here P, V and A are pseudoscalar, vector and axial vector fields, respectively.
